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STUDY ON THE GENERATION AND DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL OF
LOCALIZED HEAVY RAINS USING THE X-RAIN OBSERVATION DATA





In recent years, there is a tendency that meteorilogical disasters are increased by heavy rains
called Guerrilla heavy rains. This study conducted examinations of guerrilla heavy rains and cluster
analysis using SOM (Self Organization Map) based on atmospheric instability information by the
X-RAIN and MSM-GPV data. Results show that, accuracy of classiﬁcation as to whether eggs of
cumulonimbus develops was 78.8?. So, it has been suggested to be eﬀective to evaluate whether
or not a development. In addition, by using MSMGPV instead of CReSSGPV will improve by 80
?. CReSS GPV data was shown to be more eﬀective than MSMGPV data.
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????? No. ?????? ???? (%)
1 ZDR?KDP?ZHH?? HV?????? 78.7
2 ZDR?KDP?? HV 77.4
3 ZDR?? HV 74.2





9 KDP?? HV 71.0
10 ZDR?ZHH 70.3
11 ZDR?KDP???????? 70.3
12 ZDR?KDP?ZHH?? HV?????????type?????? 70.3
13 ZDR?KDP?ZHH?? HV???????? 69.7
14 ZDR?? HV?????? 69.7
15 ZDR?KDP?? HV???????? 69.0
16 KDP?? HV???????? 65.8
17 ZDR?KDP?ZHH?? HV?type 65.2
18 ????? 65.2
19 ZDR?? HV?????????????? 64.5
20 ZDR?KDP?ZHH?? HV 63.9






































































































































































































































?? No. ZDR KDP ZHH CAPE Rb
No.58D 4.69 1.14 34.17 0 30.91
No.60D 0 0 0 256.66 30.91
No.128D 5.07 0.44 3.33 0 27.61
No.130D 5.26 2.41 45.04 0 27.61
(b) ????????? (2,8)
?? No. ZDR KDP ZHH CAPE Rb
No.19U 2.81 0 29.8 2160.2 47.47
No.42U 4.38 0.07 26.3 2211.9 47.78
No.45U 2.44 0 26.1 1909.0 49.97
(c) ???????? (4,9)
?? No. ZDR KDP ZHH CAPE Rb
No.18D 4.77 1.39 28.5 2816.34 49.76
No.36D 3.60 1.56 39.6 3155.16 49.88
No.37D 3.66 1.58 35.1 3155.16 49.95
No.41D 2.76 2.24 28.1 2202.49 49.55
No.43D 4.71 1.79 28.0 2266.27 49.23
(d) ????????? (0,9)
?? No. ZDR KDP ZHH CAPE Rb
No.49U 1.86 0 22.4 3294.08 31.03
No.51D 2.81 0.54 33.8 3297.24 49.97
No.52U 1.8 0 20.7 3421.31 49.97
No.82U 3.8 0 35.93 2535.52 46.41
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